Children's Privacy Policy

OPERATOR OF THIS WEB SITE

The operator of this Web site and the Bristol Kids Club is Bristol Motor Speedway, LLC ("BMS") and its parent company Speedway Motorsports, Inc. ("SMI"). For information, please contact us at 1-800-415-4158 or 423-989-6900.

CHILDREN'S PRIVACY POLICY

In compliance with federal law, we inform Parents and legal guardians (collectively, "Parents") about how we collect, use, and disclose personal information, as defined below, from children under 12 years of age (each, a "Child" or collectively, "Children").

Prior to collecting the personal information of any Child we first obtain the consent of that Child’s Parents. The consent form from Parents will include a notice describing this Children's Privacy Policy and will ask for the Parent’s consent to our collection and use of personal information from or about her/his Child. If the consent form is not completed by the Parent and not returned properly, the Child will not be able to access those of our activities requiring registration and we will not collect any personal information from that Child.

BMS and SMI do not have any plans or intentions to disclose any information about Children to third parties for non-internal purposes. We recognize a Child's Parent has the option to consent to our collection and use of her/his Child's personal information without consenting to the disclosure of that information to third parties for outside use by a third party. If at a future time BMS or SMI changes its plans and desires to disclose information to third parties for their outside use, BMS and/or SMI will first seek the consent of Parents for such use of their Children's personal information. If at any time disclosure is necessary to make available a service which has been requested and a Parent has not provided consent for such disclosure, then the Child will not have access to such service.

The personal information about a Child that is collected online in connection with the Bristol Kids Club, includes full name, home address, email address, telephone number and other similarly related information that would allow someone to identify or contact the Child. In addition, the personal information collected might include preferences of the Child such as favorite NASCAR driver, favorite games, hobbies and other interests and activities the Child enjoys; in addition, our web-based systems collect information through cookies and other types of online tracking mechanisms. Usage of a cookie is in no way linked to any personally identifiable information while on our site.

INFORMATION WE COLLECT AND HOW; WHAT WE USE IT FOR

A Child can surf our Web sites, view content, and play some games without any personal information being collected; therefore, for such activity on our Web site, we will not require a Parent's consent. We do not collect personal information from Children unless they register on our Web site in connection with the Bristol Kids Club.

Upon receipt by us of a Parent's consent by way of a Parent's email or a signed consent form (click here for a printable version of the pdf parental consent form) received by the US mail service addressed to Bristol Motor Speedway, ATTN: Bristol Kids Club, 151 Speedway Boulevard, Bristol, TN 37620 or sent via facsimile to 423-764-1646, a Child can register on our site to join the Bristol Kids Club. In registering for the Bristol Kids Club, we collect the following information from a Child during the registration process:

- Parent’s Full Name
- Parent’s Email Address
- Mailing Address
- Phone Number
- Child's Full Name
- Child’s Birth Date
- Child’s Favorite Driver

We collect birth dates to validate the Child’s age and to send birthday post cards to all members in the Bristol Kids Club. Except for the items of information set forth above, we do not collect any other personal information from Children during our registration process.

With Parental consent, we collect an email address to send the Child and Parent emails related to a subscription or newsletter and, as mentioned above, to send a Happy Birthday email to a Child as a benefit of membership in the Bristol Kids Club.
We will not require a Child to disclose more information than is reasonably necessary to participate in an activity as a condition of participation.

We use the information we collect for internal business purposes only; we will not provide any Child's personal information to a third party except to the extent such information is used by a third party strictly in support of our internal operations. Our internal purposes include marketing offers, tickets or promotions back to the Child, notifying contest winners, and/or to give credit to a Child for work she/he has created.

HOW A PARENT GIVES HER/HER CONSENT

A Parent must consent to her/his Child being entered into the Bristol Kids Club. A Child may make an initial inquiry into membership. Upon receiving the Child's request for membership, Bristol Motor Speedway sends an email to the Parent informing her/him of the Child's request for membership and explaining that the Parent's consent is required for her/his Child's membership in the Bristol Kids Club and our collection of certain personal information of the Child.

If a Parent denies consent, we will delete all information about the Child until another request is made. If the Parent grants consent, the Child’s membership request into the Bristol Kids Club will be processed and the Parent will receive a follow-up email stating the membership has been confirmed.

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

We do not share children's personal information with anyone other than those who provide support for the internal operations of the Web site and our agents (e.g., contractors who provide fulfillment services or technical support to the Web site).

When necessary, however, will we transfer or otherwise disclose personal information in response to judicial process, to comply with legal requirements, and, as permitted under provisions of law, to provide information to law enforcement agencies or in connection with an investigation on a matter related to public safety.

SECURITY OF INFORMATION

Bristol Motor Speedway's Web site takes precautions to secure all personally identifiable information by means of physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards.

CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY STATEMENT

On occasion, it may be necessary for us to change the terms of the Children's Privacy Policy. We will do so by posting updated text on this site, and your continued use constitutes acceptance of those changes. To ensure that you are aware of current privacy practices, we recommend that you check this site periodically. We will not materially change how we handle previously collected information without providing notice and an opportunity to choose how we use that information.

INFORMATION SHARING AND DISCLOSURE

We do not share Children's personal information with anyone, except as herein set forth. We will share personal information about a Child with other third parties providing services on our behalf, such as in connection with the winning of a prize or contest or when we need to send the information to companies that work on our behalf to provide a product or service that has been requested by a Parent on behalf of a Child. We may also disclose Children's personal information in order to respond to subpoenas, court orders or legal process, to provide information to law enforcement agencies or in connection with an investigation on a matter related to public safety, all only to the extent permitted by law; we also may disclose Children's personal information to a current or future subsidiary or affiliated company or a successor company (resulting from a merger or acquisition) to the extent such may have a need for such information to carry on services related to the Bristol Kids Club. Unless we tell you otherwise, any companies that work on our behalf to provide a product or service does not have any right to use the personal information we provide to them beyond what is necessary to assist us.

ACCESS VERIFICATION

At any time a Parent can refuse to permit us to collect further personal information from her/his Child and can request that any personal information we have collected be deleted from our records. We use two methods to allow Parents to access, change, or delete the information that we have collected from their Children.

A Parent can contact our Children's Privacy Policy department to access, change, or delete the personal information that we have collected from her/his Child by sending an email to kking@bristolmotorspeedway.com. Please include the Child's Name and the Parent's email address in the email so that we can better assist you with your inquiry or request.
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS

If you need further assistance you may contact us through the following:

When sending an email please include your questions or comments and send to kking@bristolmotorspeedway.com or write us at:

Children's Privacy Policy
Bristol Motor Speedway, LLC
151 Speedway Boulevard
Bristol, TN  37620

You may also telephone us at 1-866-415-4158 or 423-989-6900 and ask to speak with a representative of the Children's Privacy Policy. (If you are not 18 years of age or older, you must have your Parent or guardian's permission to call this number.)